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          Close up shot of fingers on a laptop computer. Cut to reveal     
          a man in his 30s or 40s sitting at his kitchen table working     
          on his laptop in the dark. He’s working on a spreadsheet         
          program, doing work for a project due the next day. The          
          house is quiet and the sound of the keyboard is the only         
          sound we hear.                                                   

          He clicks save and stretches as he sits in the chair. As he      
          starts back to work, we see a pop up box show up in the          
          lower right hand corner of his screen. The box says "Diana       
          Robins is on line."                                              

          As he stares at the screen, a chat message box pops up with      
          Diana’s picture. She is a very attractive woman in her 30s.      
          We see her dialogue appear in the chat box.                      

                              DIANA                                        
                    Hey! I see you’re up late. Been a                      
                    long time :)                                           

          Greg’s fingers retract as if the keyboard had been suddenly      
          electrified. He considers. He slowly rests his fingers back      
          on the keyboard as if easing into cold water for a swim.         

                              GREG                                         
                    Yeah... no kidding! You’re up                          
                    pretty late too. Didn’t know you                       
                    were on here.                                          

          (text graphics behind him on screen as he types)                 

                              DIANA                                        
                    Isn’t everyone? I’ve found about 40                    
                    of our old classmates on here.                         

          Pause...                                                         

                              DIANA                                        
                    Of course most of them haven’t                         
                    gotten better looking with age like                    
                    you and I have :-)                                     

          Pause... Greg leans to see if the "coast is clear"               

                              DIANA                                        
                    And its not as late in San Diego as                    
                    it is in Ohio.                                         

          Greg shakes his head "Oh well... what the heck..."               
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          CONTINUED:                                              2.       

                              GREG                                         
                    I’d heard you were living in San                       
                    Diego. Must be nice.                                   

                              DIANA                                        
                         (on computer screen)                              
                    I wouldn’t know. I’m hardly ever                       
                    here. I’m on the road all the time                     
                    for work.                                              

                              GREG                                         
                    That sounds like fun.                                  

          (graphic text behind him as he types)                            

                              DIANA                                        
                    I LOVE it! You know me. Still the                      
                    adventurous type ;)                                    

          With eyebrows raised, Greg looks away from the screen. His       
          fingers dangle like daggers above the keys. He struggles to      
          type a response but has nothing...                               

                              GREG                                         
                    You ever get back home?                                

                              DIANA                                        
                    As a matter of fact, I’m in Ohio                       
                    next week to see my mom.                               

          Pause...                                                         

                              DIANA                                        
                    We should catch up!                                    

          The blinking cursor affects him like the ticking clock in        
          the final seconds of the game. He reflects upon the moment.      
          With his thumb, he rubs his wedding band. He looks up to the     
          screen. In the reflection of his glasses, we hear typing         
          ensue...                                                         

                              GREG                                         
                         (Reflecting in his glasses)                       
                    That would be fun.                                     

          He stares at what he just typed. His finger hovers over the      
          enter button. He taps his finger a couple of times without       
          actually pressing send. He stops and takes a drink of his        
          ice water. Then he deletes what he has written and slowly        
          begins to type again...                                          
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